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Construction of classrooms in Kikondeka

The pupils at Valentine Nursery School Kikondeka in Kanungu, Uganda, welcoming their visitors. In the background the new
classroom building under construction can be seen.

With funding from the Balder Foundation (Norway), the construction of a two-classroom building is
well underway in Kanungu, Uganda. The building will have two classrooms, an office and a storage
room, a child-friendly latrine is also planned. The construction is managed by a Community Based
Organisation (CBO), trained and supervised by Fontes Foundation. The parents are actively involved in
the construction process, providing lunch for workers, clearing the access road and participating in the
actual work. The parents also contributed the money to buy the land that the school is constructed on.
It is important to involve the parents in the establishing, management and construction of the nursery
school, as this creates ownership and enhances sustainability. It also shows the interest of the parents in
providing quality education for their children, starting at a very young age. Pre-primary school educa-
tion is not supported by the government in Uganda, however, parents find it difficult to supervise
young children all day while they are working in the fields. In addition, attending nursery school gives
the children important knowledge, that will improve their results in formal education. The 60 students
of Valentine Nursery School Kikondeka will be able to start using the classrooms already in December.
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Pumps, Pipes and Promises
The IRC Water and Sanitation Centre based in The Hague,
Netherlands, is a well-known organisation in the water and
sanitation sector for developing countries. The organisation
runs several important research projects and regularly pub-
lishes research, manuals and toolkits widely used by NGOs
active in the field. Their work on
rural water supply and communi-
ty management is especially rele-
vant for the work of Fontes
Foundation. The IRC organised an
international symposium entitled
“Pumps, Pipes and Promises”
with focus on cost, finance and
accountability of water and sanita-
tion projects in developing coun-
tries in The Hague from the 16th to
the 18th of November 2010. Fontes
Foundation was present at the
conference and was one of the
most presenting organisations, with three papers, one in each
category. The high presence gave a favourable exposure to
Fontes Foundation, its research and its new concepts.

Corruption
For the first time, corruption in the water sector was discussed
as a main theme at such an event. Fontes Foundation present-
ed the first, theme-setting paper in the accountability stream,
opening up for important discussions that were continued
throughout the conference. Through its experience with
working closely with local authorities in developing coun-
tries, Fontes Foundation has a unique insight into what goes
on at a district level. We also think that too few donors and
international NGOs know what is really going on, or they just
decide to close their eyes and pretend they do not see it. In
several countries in Africa donors are now pushing for har-
monisation of the water sector through so-called Sector-Wide
Approaches (SWAPs), where donor funding is channelled to
local government. This has many long-term benefits, however
the experience of Fontes Foundation shows that unless em-
phasis is put on accountability routines and control, the serv-
ice delivery actually becomes worse using this approach. To
prove this point, two case studies from a Sub-Saharan African
country were presented.

Cost tracking
One of the initiatives of IRC is WASHCost, a large research
programme trying to better understand the real costs of water
and sanitation systems, throughout the whole lifespan of the
infrastructure. In early 2010 WASHCost presented a method-
ology and terminology, and Fontes Foundation is the first
organisation to try this methodology on real projects. Fontes
Foundation tracked different types of costs through their
projects over seven years using the different categories of

WASHCost Capital Expenditure (CapEx), Operations Expendi-
ture (OpEx), Capital Maintenance Expenditure (CapManEx)
and Direct Support Expenditure (ExpDS). The main conclusions
were that a substantial amount of cash is needed each year to
keep a water project going, and that support costs (costs to
follow up and build capacity in the community to run their own

systems, ExpDS) are high. A positive re-
sult was that all day-to-day operation
costs (OpEx) could be covered by the com-
munities. The paper was very well re-
ceived, especially by the WASHCost team.

Water-Person-Years (WPY)
The paper with the biggest success was on
the WPY concept, first presented by Fon-
tes Foundation in 2009. A follow up paper
was published in the journal Waterlines in
2010, and at this Symposium Fontes Foun-
dation presented an Excel model where
the concept can be used in practical budg-

eting and fund-raising and includes additional factors such as
depreciation, inflation, interest and population growth. The
reasoning behind the concept is that the current indicator used,
“coverage”, does not take into account the sustainability of the
system after time. It is therefore necessary to add a time-aspect
and multiply the coverage with the years the system is function-
al. If WPY is used as an indicator, it will make sense to put
money aside for support for capacity building and maintenance,
something experience has shown is necessary. The concept is
easily explained with an example: if we have 300 money units
to build a water system and we want to reach as many people as
possible (maximise coverage), we build 3 systems for 100 money
units each. However, we can assume that with no money for
support, the system breaks down after 3 years.

If instead 200 money units are put aside for 20 years support
costs, we serve less people the first year, but many more during
the whole lifespan of the infrastructure; 20,000 WPY instead of
9000. The idea is to use this indicator in order to advocate for
long-term commitments for maintenance and support, so that
water systems continue to work over time. Keeping a system
running will then have the same value as constructing a new
one. This concept as well as the Excel model that can be used as
a tool for donors, local governments and implementing agencies
was highly welcomed by Symposium participants. Several in-
ternational organisations showed interest in using the indicator
for fund-raising, and the concept was referred to repeatedly
throughout the Symposium.

The papers presented at the conference can be found on our
website, www.fontes.no

Fontes Foundation at an International Symposium in the Hague
by Lucrezia Koestler
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Total cash flow for Katunguru water project in 2010
USD. Although the community is able to cover opera-
tion costs, between USD 5000 and 15,0000 is necess-
sary per year to keep the proejct running.
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Thor Hægh from Eiksmarka Rotary Club visited Kisenyi
Safe Water Project, that was realised with funding from his
Rotary Club, in June 2010 together with Marius Koestler.

Eiksmarka Rotary Club (ERK) started in 2008 a coop-
eration with Fontes Foundation to supply the village
Kisenyi in Uganda with water. Since the village is
established on the shores of Lake Edward, water as
such was no problem, but due to low quality of the
water, stomach infections were very common.

Our club, ERK, was supposed to finance the project
while Fontes should take care of supply and the prac-
tical work. The financing went very well, thanks to
contributions from different companies, the Rotary
Foundation as well as ERK’s own members and com-
panions. All in all 360 000 Norwegian kroner (approx.
60 000 USD) was collected for the project. According
to Rotary Foundations rules, ERK had also to cooper-
ate with a local Rotary club. Bushenyi Rotary Club
which was having their location not far from the
village, was very positive to our inquiry. They made several
visits to the village to see to that everything went on as planned.

Since Fontes had experience from a similar project in a neigh-
bouring village, the construction of the treatment plant was
fulfilled over a short period of time. Clean drinking water was
supplied to the village only weeks after approval from Rotary
Foundation. Since then there have been several upgrades in-
cluding the supplement of a solar panel to reduce the operation
costs (mainly diesel fuel for the generator). This part was fi-
nanced by Innovation Norway and Scan-Water in addition to
ERK. The treatment facilities were from the start managed and
operated by technicians from the village, trained by Fontes
beforehand.

A water committee was also elected to be responsible for the
financial part such
as collection of
money, payment of
the technicians, for
the chemicals, re-
pair work etc. to se-
cure sustainability.
When I visited the
village in June this
year with Marius
Koestler, I saw for
myself that the vil-
lagers could handle
the operation.

When we arrived
we were soon invit-

ed to a lunch where we were served deep fried fish and soft
drinks. We enjoyed the very good meal, before we were met by
the water committee to inspect the facilities. Except for a hippo
that had torn down a fence everything was in good shape (the
fence is now repaired). The water quality at the intake was very
bad since this was at the end of the rainy season, but the water
at the tap had still acceptable quality.

After the "sightseeing" a meeting was organised with the water
committee as well as all villagers that were interested. The
chairman thanked us for the donation of the facility and stated
that there were no more problems among the children related
to infections due to poor water quality. However he had many
wishes for further investments from us. He hoped for further
cooperation and that we could extend the water supply to a tap
station at the school and health centre. This is something ERK
now is evaluating. Several other members of the village also
had wishes and hoped Rotary could help them in other matters.

Eiksmarka Rotary Club is very proud of having contributed to
the fulfilling of this project which seems to be of great value for
the villagers. We will also express our gratitude to Fontes
Foundation for professional handling of the project and for
their focus on what was important for the villagers .

I was also invited with Fontes to visit some of their other
projects in the area and I was impressed of what they had
obtained such as initiating a tree planting project at Katunguru,
a scholarship program in the same area and several kinder
gardens in the neighbouring county.

Clean Water for Kisenyi, Uganda
by Thor Hægh

Thor Hægh visiting the local Rotary Club of
Bushenyi, Uganda.

Kisenyi water project was implemented in 2007 and supplies water to a population
of approximately 1000 people. Eiksmarka Rotary Club has also provided additional
funding after the completion of the system, such as for a new fence in 2010 after
the old one was destroyed by hippos.
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Fontes Foundation Scholarship Programme
Expanding to three villages
In 2010 Fontes Foundation decided to
expand the scholarship project to new
villages in Katunguru Sub-County in
Queen Elizabeth National Park, western
Uganda. This was done after villages
where Fontes Foundation is active with
water projects, repeatedly requested
their inclusion in the scholarship pro-
gramme. In addition to students from
Katunguru village, students from Kazin-
ga and Kisenyi were therefore allowed
to apply for the first time. Fontes Foun-
dation, together with the local Scholar-
ship Coordinator, has now selected one
student from each village after they ful-
filled the requirements of the applica-
tion process. Their profiles are
presented to the right. Fontes Founda-
tion is now looking for donors for the
students.

Lucrezia Koestler together with the scholarship students from Katunguru. To the far left is Moses
Bukenya, the local Scholarship Coordinator.

What is the Scholarship Programme?
The Fontes Foundation scholarship programme aims to provide
secondary education to students that cannot afford to continue
studying beyond the government-financed primary school. Only
few parents in the fishing villages in the national park are able to
pay for secondary education, and there is no secondary school in
Katunguru Sub-County. Students therefore have to go to board-
ing schools away from their villages. The programme was started
in 2006, and in 2010 Fontes Foundation had five students, three
boys and two girls, in secondary schools. The first student to
finish secondary school graduated in 2009. The scholarship pro-
gramme does not only include school fees, but also transport to
and from the school, basic necessities such as uniforms, mosqui-
to nets and soap and school necessities such as paper, pens and
exercise books. The students are closely followed up by a local
Scholarship Coordinator employed by Fontes Foundation, who
provides both academic and moral support. Since most students
are orphans living with extended family members who have their
own children to worry about, he also takes up the role as guardi-
an and goes to parents meetings and visiting days on behalf of
the students. The scholarship programme provides hope and
motivation to younger students in the poor villages, and builds
capacity in the communities through the influence of the young
students. The students are also active in the water projects in the
villages, supporting the committees and also carrying out techni-
cal work.

Direct Costs UGX per year NOK per year
School fees 1 350 000 3 857
School materials (books etc.) 180 000 514
Visiting days 75 000 214
Shopping list (every term) 150 000 429
Transport to/from school 60 000 171
Pocket money 60 000 171
HIV testing 9 000 26
Other expenses (examination etc) 150 000 429
Subtotal 5 811

Indirect Costs UGX per year NOK per year
Follow up by local coordinator 335 000 957
Reporting and follow up 1 732
Subtotal 2 689

Grand Total NOK per year 8 500

Detailed Budget

Supporting one student for one year currently costs NOK 8500 (CHF 1450)
per year, all inclusive. Most students study for 5-6 years, depending on what
year they are in when they apply. However, donors are not required to
commit for more than one year at a time. The money can be paid in three
instalments of NOK 2833, and families, clubs or groups of friends are encour-
aged to take on a student together. The donors receive feed-back three
times a year, with academic results, personal letters and pictures. If you are
interested in giving a better life, education and future to a young and
motivated student in Uganda, please do not hesitate to contact Fontes
Foundation!

The Rwenzori Mountains, Uganda
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Support a student with secondary education for NOK 8500 (CHF 1450) per year!

3 New Students Selected - Looking for Donors
Gloria Twebaze, is a 14 year old girl born in Kisenyi village. She is one of seven children, her father is a fisherman
working at the local landing site. He is active in the community and is part of the Village Health Team and also
the water project. The voluntary work reduces his time to work for income and get enough money to pay the
education of his children. Gloria attained her primary education at Kisenyi Primary School, and then moved to
Kyambura Primary School to do the final exams, which are not offered at the local primary school. She this year
joined her 1st year of secondary school, at St. Francis Vocational Secondary School. From her previous academic
records it is clear that she is a brilliant young lady with the best grades compared to any of the other students
under the Fontes Foundation Scholarship Programme. She is eager to continue her secondary with a promise of
being a brilliant student.

Abdul Karim Musekura, is a 17 year old born resident of Kazinga. Karim is one of six children, that are raised by
a single mother who is struggling as business woman at the local landing site. Despite her poor financial status,
his mother is active in women’s groups, the Mosque committee and the Local Council. Kazinga Primary School is
where Karim attended his 1st year to his 5th year of primary education. Karim went on to complete his primary
education at Kyezaza primary School. Karim is a good student, his previous academic records are testimony to
this. However, his mother is not able to provide funds for further education, and without a scholarship Karim will
now become a fisherman. Karim has already been out of school several years, due to lack of money for school
fees. Given a chance to continue his secondary education he shows promise of a good student.

Basasa Justus, is a 15 year old boy born in Katunguru village. Justus is one of six children, his father is a fisherman
in this fishing community. His mother died, so the father’s income from fishing is all the family has to survive.
Justus has attended P.2 to P.5 at Katunguru Primary School and finished his Primary Education at Kisambya
Primary School. Currently he is doing his 1st year of secondary school, at Ndekye Senior Secondary School,
however he did not complete the year because his father could not pay the school fees. Justus seems like an
eager young student with a promising future given the chance to go in his education. From his previous report
cards one can tell that is a hard working student striving to improve, and he is excelling at sports and athletics.

An important question is: what happens to the students when they
complete secondary education? Fontes Foundation continues to sup-
port the students after they officially complete the scholarship pro-
gramme. If they do not have good enough grades to get government
scholarship, Fontes Foundation tries to find other scholarships for
them for either a Certificate (1 year), Diploma (2 year) or University
studies (3 years+). In the case of Luke, that finished his A-level in
2009, he was given a scholarship to study Laboratory Assistant by a
college in Ishaka, Bushenyi. However, the scholarship only covered
school fees, so his donor kindly offered to pay the additional costs
such as living costs, clothes, transport and other necessities. Luke is
now in his first semester.

Luke in higher education

Luke in his dormitory at the Laboratory School in Ishaka.
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Ricarda Ettlin traveled with Fontes Foundation and visited the proj-
ects in Kanungu and Queen Elizabeth National Park.

During my stay in Uganda, I was invited to join Fontes Foun-
dation’s regional coordinator Lucrezia Koestler on a visit to the
nursery school projects in Kanungu and the water projects in
Queen Elisabeth National Park. These projects have been run-
ning for a few years now, and are the result of a longstanding
partnership between Fontes Foundation and the local commu-
nities – a partnership which I discovered was essential in the
success of development projects. But how does it work, and
how does the partnership contribute to the development proj-
ects?

I observed that the partnership is based on the understanding
that both Fontes Foundation and the local communities have to
be actively involved in the project’s design, implementation
and evaluation. This seems to happen quite naturally, as the
communities and Fontes staff sit together, discuss recent
achievement, current needs and larger problems, and collabo-
rate in finding solutions.

In Kanungu for example, the teachers from the three
nursery schools and the Community Based Organisa-
tion (CBO) committee members met with Lucrezia.
During the meeting, they reported on their recent
achievements, and then mentioned the problems at
their respective schools. This allowed everyone to ex-
change ideas, find ways to improve the situation, and
also realise in which areas the schools shared common
challenges. Lucrezia took note of the reports. She then
went on to explain in which areas Fontes can contribute
: it is possible to give new uniforms to a school but the
project of a CBO primary school seemed to need more
thought as primary school education is usually only
done by the Ugandan government.

This example shows that the community is actively
involved. It first of all brings the motivation to change
and improve its situation. The people want the projects
to work, and they contribute with enthusiasm and wit
to its implementation! The community is the main initi-
ator, and it shoulders its responsibility by carrying out
most of the work, by addressing problems and by
discussing solutions. Fontes Foundation on the other
hand gives feed-back on initiatives, and guides the
community through all the steps of a project. Obvious-
ly, one important part of Fontes’ role is to provide
funds for larger projects, like the building of a new
classroom or a latrine.

A very positive «side-effect» of this mode of function-
ing is that Fontes staff can teach life skills to the com-
munity through the running of the project. The

children learn at school lessons about hygiene – using the
latrine, washing hands. The teachers learn how to face chal-
lenges together. In addition, many teachers are female, and
their role gives them the opportunity to learn more about
assuming public responsibilities. The parents are involved
through financing the school’s running costs and voluntary
work. The CBO committee learns management and accounting
skills. Note that the latter are particularly important for build-
ing trust between people who are used to corruption, which is
the case in Uganda.

The transfer of knowledge and process of capacity building as
outlined above takes time, even a lot of time. Lessons need to
be repeated, skills have to be applied in different contexts in
order to make them transferable to new situations, trust has to
be built, mistakes have to be made and corrected – on both
sides. The relationship is truly a partnership, and it needs a
long-term commitment from the community and Fontes Foun-
dation in order to grow and become effective. For it is only
through this learning process that the communities will be
empowered on the long term, and that the projects will contin-
ue functioning once Fontes Foundation withdraws from them.

Development Projects - A long term partnership
by Ricarda Ettlin

Ricarda Ettlin visiting one of the nursery schools Fontes Foundation is supporting
in Kanungu District, Uganda.
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The finishing touches being put on the new well in Quissanga, Cabo
Delgado Province, Mozambique. The well is going to increase the
capacity of the piped water system installed by Fontes Foundation in
2009.

Construction of a new Well in
Quissanga, Mozambique
by Andreas Koestler

During the last few weeks, a local construction team in Quis-
sanga was very busy with producing concrete well-rings and
lowering them into the sandy soil while digging out under
them. The well has a diameter of 3 m and is finally 5 m deep. A
top-cover was made in concrete beside the well and lifted on
top of it as a cover (photo 4). Now in early December, the well
will be developed into a "collector well" meaning that horizon-
tal filter pipes will be pushed into the sand at two or three
different levels. Into eight directions and over a length of 4
metres filter pipes with screen openings of 2 mm will be in-
stalled to increase the influx from the very scarce groundwater.
The aim is to access the uppermost layer of the groundwater
because this water source is a fresh-water lens on top of salty
groundwater which is highly influenced in quantity and quali-
ty by rain fall and variation in the nearby sea level.

Along the coast in the northern part of Mozambique many
communities have to rely on the very scarce sweet groundwa-
ter which is only fed by rain water over very limited areas.
Changes in rain fall pattern will have huge influences for this
resource.

A sketch of the Mecute aquifer where the new well is constructed. The
aquifer is confined to an island outside the village of Quissanga, Mo-
zambique, and is the only fresh ground water aquifer in the area.

Presentation of Fontes Founda-
tion Uganda Board Members

Timothy Musoke
(Board Member Fontes Foundation Uganda)
Timothy Musoke (born 1978) is a software
engineer currently working with Intellisense
Ltd. He undertook his studies at Franklin Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio where he studied
Computer Science. He has worked with JP
Morgan Chase, Bank One Corporation, World-
Com before returning to Uganda where he is
currently working as the Chief Executive Officer for Intel-
lisense Ltd, a local IT solutions provider. Timothy has done a
lot of volunteering work for various groups especially with
organizations that deal with marginalized people like Uganda
Society for Disabled Children and Katalemwa Cheshire Home
for Rehabilitation Services and continues to support these
groups in various ways.

Since 2009, Fontes Foundation is registered as a local NGO ("Fontes
Foundation Uganda") in Uganda. In order to provide useful insights
to the local culture, assist with networks, contacts and fund-raising,
a board of young, engaged Ugandans was created to promote the
organisation locally. The Chairman of the Board is from Norway
(Marius A. Koestler) and represents the link between the two
organisations. Fontes Foundation Uganda is proud to present the
board members to our donors and partners.

Rowena Musinguzi
(Board Member Fontes Foundation Uganda)
Rowena Nahurira Musinguzi (born in 1981)
has a BSc (Hons) in Economics from the Lon-
don School of Economics. She worked with the
Danish international shipping line Maersk in
finance with special emphasis on process flow
management, cost control and financial man-
agement reports. She then worked in Kanungu
District running the Savannah Resort Hotel, is currently em-
ployed by Standard Chartered Bank and is pursuing an MBA
from INSEAD (France). She is experienced at organizing fund-
raisers and has been actively involved in a few charity fund-
raisers in Uganda for several worthy causes. She is very
interested in volunteering and raising awareness especially for
children, poor communities and environmental preservation
causes.

Olavi Ndaula
(Board Member Fontes Foundation Uganda)
Olavi Ndaula (born 1980) is trained in Com-
puter Science, Finance and Management
(McGill University, Montréal, Canada) and is
active in the local and international business
communities in Uganda. He specializes in
business development and management and is
currently involved in the telecom, building
materials and property development sectors.
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Bank Cultura Sparebank
P.O.Box 6800
St. Olavs Plass
0130 Oslo

Account no. 1254.05.33553

Holder Fontes

SWIFT-code CULTNOK1XXX

IBAN NO45 1254 0533 553

Norway / International

Bank SwissPost

Account no. 87-391013-3

Holder Koestler

Switzerland

Fontes Foundation
Bernhard Herres vei 3
0376 Oslo
Norway

web: www.fontes.no
email: contact@fontes.no
tel: +47 907 52 856

Fontes Foundation Uganda
P.O. Box 37684 Kampala
Uganda
tel1: +256 70 40 21 680
tel2: +256 77 27 78 893

Thank you
for supporting

Fontes Foundation!

In October a filter house was constructed in Katunguru inside Queen
Elizabeth National Park, western Uganda, the first water project in-
stalled by Fontes Foundation in 2004. A storage room was added to act
as a central store for materials for all the four water projects in the area.

When the water supply scheme was installed in
Kashaka, Uganda, in February 2010, a temporary
intake was constructed out of timber. This was done
because it was uncertain if the type of intake chosen
would work well. After the intake had been in use
for more than 6 months with no problems with
neither wildlife nor water hyacinths, it was decided
to replace it by a permanent structure made out of
steel pipes.

The permanent intake being constructed in Kashaka, Ugan-
da, using the temporary one as a pier.

Permanent intake constructed
in Kashaka, Uganda

Water Committee Training
Seminar in Kisenyi, Uganda
In order to motivate committee members and
improve their knowledge in accounting, technical
issues, reporting and management, Fontes
Foundation organises a water seminar every year.
This year the seminar took place from the 2nd to the
3rd of September, in the village of Kisenyi,
Katunguru Sub-County. More than 50 participants
from five different water projects enjoyed two days
of exchanges, learning and good discussions. Local
authorities and other stakeholders were also
present, and it was a great opportunity to
streamline approaches and solve problems.

A participant presenting group work during the water commit-
tee training seminar held in Kisenyi, Uganda

Fontes Foundation wishes donors,
supporters, partners and friends a
merry Christmas and a happy and

prosperous new year!


